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ABSTRACT
Background and Aim: Ventriculoperitoneal shunt (VPS) is the most commonly used procedure
for treatment of hydrocephalus in children. Abdominal cerebrospinal fluid pseudocyst is a
rare complication but potentially fatal. The pathogenesis of this complication remains unclear.
This complication should be considered during differential diagnosis of an abdominal mass.
Our aim is to report how large and giant an abdominal cerebrospinal fluid pseudocyst can
develop, and how severe the neurological damage can be.
Case Presentation: A 6 year-old girl known to have a ventriculoperitoneal shunt presented
with abdominal distension and signs of increased Intracranial Pressure (ICP). Ultrasonography
revealed a hypoechoic intraperitoneal fluid containing cyst with a well-defined margin and
septations. Abdominal computerized tomography revealed a huge cyst in the abdomen and
the distal part of the peritoneal shunt tube located within the cyst. Laparotomy revealed a
huge cyst extending from the upper right side of the abdomen to the pelvis. The whole cyst
was excised and the catheter repositioned.
Conclusion: Early diagnosis of abdominal Cerebrospinal Fluid (CSF) pseudocyst is only possible
through close and periodic examination of patients after the procedure.

1. Background and Importance

entriculoperitoneal Shunt (VPS) is the
most commonly used procedure to relieve hydrocephalus. Extracranial complications that are associated with the
distal segment of the peritoneal shunt
are infection, omental clogging, abdominal visceral
perforation, bowel obstruction, extra peritoneal retraction of the catheter, development of incisional hernia,

abdominal CSF containing pseudocyst and subcutaneous collection of CSF [1, 2]. Abdominal CSF Pseudocyst
(ACP) is characterized by a fluid filled collection of CSF
in the peritoneal cavity containing the distal end of the
VPS catheter and is surrounded by a wall composed of
fibrous tissues without an epithelial lining [1].
ACP was first described by Harsh in 1954 and its incidence ranges from less than 0,33% to 6,8% [1, 3]. We
report the hugest abdominal cerebrospinal fluid pseu-
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docyst in children ever reported in the literature presenting with advanced neurological deficit (Table 1) [4-6].

2. Case Presentation
A 6-year-old girl was admitted to our emergency center in Mohammed VI University Hospital for progressive
abdominal distension and headache that was witnessed
by her mother from two years before that. A VPS was
placed at the age of three months to treat hydrocephalus secondary to surgery of occipital encephalocele. No
other abdominal surgery had been performed before or
after this VPS.
First of all, a written informed consent was obtained
from the patient's parents. Physical examination revealed a diffuse abdominal distension as shown in
Figure 1 and signs of high intracranial pressure were
present: headache and sunset eyes sign, without fever. Plain X- ray of abdomen had shown an abdominal
distension with mass effect on the center and left side
pushing bowel loops towards the right lower quadrant
with no free air in the peritoneal cavity. We noticed the
distal tip of the ventriculoperitoneal shunt tube in the
right lumbar region as you can see in Figure 2. Abdominal ultrasound examination revealed a large anechoic
loculated intraperitoneal collection with few internal
septations and peritoneal end of shunt catheter within
the cyst. Abdominal CT scan with contrast medium revealed a huge cystic mass of 11.8×15.6×30 cubic cm,
occupying most of the abdominopelvic cavity around

the distal tip of the ventriculoperitoneal shunt tube. It
was thin-walled with internal septations that did not
enhance after contrast medium administration. This
huge mass pushed forward the abdominal wall and displaced the bowel loops and adjacent organs backward
as it is shown in Figure 3a. Head computed tomography
with contrast medium revealed a major hydrocephalus of the third and lateral ventricles, compressing and
thinning the overlying cortex without features of periventricular oozing. Meanwhile, the proximal tip of the
shunt was located within lateral ventricles (Figure 3b).
The treatment consisted of laparotomy with total cyst
excision (Figure 4) and catheter repositioning. Microbiological analysis of CSF from the pseudocyst showed
no evidence of infection. Histological analysis revealed
a thin-walled cystic mass. The wall composed of fibrous
tissue without an epithelial lining. Numerous small vessels can be noticed, with the absence of any significant
inflammatory infiltrate. The border was filled with cerebrospinal debris. After a follow-up of six months, the
patient was doing well with a noticed improvement in
her motor skill, walking, and speech.

3. Discussion
VPS is the most frequently used procedure for hydrocephalus [7, 8, 10]. Complications associated with the
peritoneal tip of the VPS include viscera perforation,
migration of the shunt, bowel obstruction secondary to adhesions, metastatic spread via the shunt and
abdominal cerebrospinal fluid pseudocyst. The latest

Figure 1. Huge abdominal distension
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Figure 2. Abdominal RX (arrow) showing distal tip of the ventriculo-peritoneal shunt tube

complication is rare but potentially life-threatening
[11]. ACP is a collection of CSF around the shunt tip in
the peritoneal cavity. The wall of pseudocyst is composed of fibrous tissues without an epithelial lining
[12]. The physiopathological mechanism of pseudocyst
remains unclear. However, several predisposing factors
for cyst formation have been reported including prior

surgical peritoneal adhesions, distal shunt migration,
multiple shunt revisions, allergic reactions increase in
the protein content of CSF and inflammatory processes
in the peritoneum, either sterile or infectious [12, 14].
Staphylococcus epidermis and Staphylococcus aureus are the most commonly detected bacteria [11-

Figure 3. a- Abdominal CT (arrow) showing the distal tip of ventriculo shunt tube within the hugecyst. b- Head CT major hydrocephalus
compressing and thining the overlying cortex
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Figure 4. The giant abdominal cyst totally removed

14]. The peritoneum is not the only site of collection
formation; cases with CSF collections have also been
reported in subcutaneous cellular tissue, in the breast
after breakage and migration of the distal portion of
the catheter, in the neck because of perforation of
the shunt after jugular catheterization and the liver
is another unusual site of pseudocyst formation [15].
Children with ACP typically present with symptoms
of shunt malfunction such as headache, nausea and
vomiting as opposite to adult patients who present

with abdominal signs [1-11]. In the present report,
signs of high intracranial pressure were the main complaints for referral. Plain radiographs are often normal, but they might show the continuity of the shunt
tube in a soft tissue mass that displaces adjacent
bowel loops [16]. Ultrasonography demonstrates the
presence of localized peritoneal fluids collection visualized as a smooth pseudomembrane echo-free fluid
collection with or without septations and its relation
to the catheter [16].

Table 1. Size of cerebrospinal fluid pseudocyst reported by different authors

Authors

Age (Years)

Size of the Cyst (cm)

58

4x4

34

20x13

35

22x15

22

4x2

26

19x12

44

3x4

Stetson RC [5] (n=1)

14

29x18x14

Chung-Hsin Lee [6] (n=1)

41

28 cm x25 x 13

Our case

6

11.8x15.6x30

F Aparici-Robles [4] (n=6)
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Computerized tomography is considered effective in
the definitive diagnosis of ACP when they are large and
deform the normal architecture of the abdomen [1]
such as in our case. Diagnosis can also be reached with
nuclear shuntograms after radioisotope injection into
the VPS [4, 16]. Differential diagnosis of an abdominal
CSF pseudocyst includes lymphangioma, mesenteric
cyst, pancreatic pseudocyst, duplication and cystic
teratoma. When an ACP is diagnosed it is important
to scan the brain for increased intracranial pressure as
in our case. The presence or absence of infection is a
key factor in making a definitive decision about when
and how surgical treatment should be performed. Several surgical options can be considered such as: laparotomy with wide excision of cystic wall, paracentesis
and aspiration of cystic fluid, repositioning the distal
peritoneal catheter in a different abdominal quadrant,
repositioning of the peritoneal catheter in retrohepatic space, external ventricular drainage, conversion
of the system to either ventriculo-atrial or ventriculopleural shunt, and endoscopic third ventriculostomy in
selected cases [15, 16].
Recently laparoscopic management has also been
reported [17]. If infection is confirmed, the shunt is
externalized and the appropriate antibiotic treatment
must be used. A new shunt placement should be performed after improvement of the abdominal symptoms and infection [14-16]. In the absence of infection,
excision of the cyst walls and reposition of the catheter
within the peritoneal cavity [15]. Anecdotal reports
about spontaneous resorption of the cyst without excision or aspiration after removal of peritoneal catheter
[16]. If only the abdominal CSF pseudocyst becomes
symptomatic, it may be drained percutaneously while
awaiting elective revision of the shunt [16].
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